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2ABSTRACT
We present the first report on the effect of hydrostatic pressure on colloidally stabilized lipid
nanoparticles enveloping inverse non-lamellar self-assemblies in their interiors. These
internal self-assemblies were systematically tuned into bicontinuous cubic (Pn3m and Im3m),
micellar cubic (Fd3m), hexagonal (H2), and inverse micellar (L2) phases by regulating the
lipid-oil ratio while the hydrostatic pressure was varied from atmospheric pressure to 1200
bar, and back to the atmospheric pressure. The pressure effect on these lipid nanoparticles
was compared with their equilibrium bulk, non-dispersed counterparts, i.e. inverse non-
lamellar liquid crystalline phases and micellar solutions under excess water conditions using
synchrotron small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) technique. In the applied pressure-range,
induced phase transitions were solely observed in fully hydrated bulk samples; whereas the
internal self-assemblies of the corresponding lipid nanoparticles displayed only pressure-
modulated single phases. Interestingly both, the lattice parameters and linear pressure
expansion coefficients were larger for the self-assemblies enveloped inside the lipid
nanoparticles as compared to the bulk states. This can in part be attributed to enhanced lipid
layer undulations in the lipid particles in addition to induced swelling effects in presence of
the tri-block copolymer F127. The bicontinuous cubic phases in both bulk state and inside
lipid cubosome nanoparticles swell on compression, even so both keep swelling further on
decompression at relatively high pressures before shrinking again at ambient pressures.
Pressure dependence of the phases is also modulated by the concentration of the solubilized
oil (tetradecane). These studies demonstrate the tolerance of lipid nanoparticles (cubosomes,
hexosomes, micellar cubosomes, and emulsified microemulsions (EMEs)) for high pressures
proving their robustness for various technological applications.
31. INTRODUCTION
Biogenic lipids have a general tendency to self-assemble into lamellar liquid crystalline
phases and/or inverse (type 2) lyotropic non-lamellar phases when mixed with water1-3.
Lamellar (fluid- LD, gel- LE or crystalline- Lc) phases, an inverse micellar solution (L2), and an
inverse hexagonal (H2) phase are commonly observed, however some lipids also form inverse
bicontinuous cubic phases at ambient temperatures3. The latter exhibit geometrical basis of
mathematically minimal surfaces of primitive (P), diamond (D) and gyroid (G) types with the
corresponding space groups Im3m, Pn3m and Ia3d4-6. Upon addition of polar and non-polar
components to certain binary lipid-water mixtures, it is possible to induce the formation of
other phases including micellar (discontinuous) cubic Fd3m and sponge (L3) phases4-5, 7.
The lyotropic non-lamellar liquid crystalline phases have been exploited in various
applications including crystallization of membrane proteins8-9, solubilization of
biomolecules10-11, development of drug delivery matrices with sustained drug release
properties12, and separation of biomolecules13. For some of these applications, however, the
non-lamellar phases need to be dispersed due to some evident reasons. For instance, the
bicontinuous cubic phases are not easy to manipulate owing to their excessive viscosity14.
Moreover, precise harvesting and delivery of same quantities of bulk phases each time is
highly difficult due to their non-fluid (viscoelastic) character15. Therefore, it is advantageous
to fragment these bulk phases into nanoparticles exhibiting a size in the order of a few
hundreds of nanometers by applying an external high-energy input. This is commonly
achieved by means of ultra-sonication or micro-fluidization in presence of efficient
stabilizers16-17. Resulting nanostructured emulsions are similar to normal oil-in-water (O/W)
emulsions, where the oil phase mainly consists of a lipid (or a lipid mixture) with propensity
to form inverse non-lamellar liquid crystalline phases17. These discrete lipid nanoparticles
have unique features as they envelop self-assemblies17 inside their cores while imparting
water-like fluidity to the aqueous dispersion. Based on the type of self-assembly, the
dispersions are named as cubosomes for particles enveloping inverse bicontinuous cubic
phases, hexosomes for particles enveloping inverse hexagonal (H2) phase, etc.4, 18 These
nanostructured O/W emulsions are also recognized with the general term - isasomes -
meaning internally self-assembled particles (note, soma is the Greek word for body)19.
The development of liquid crystalline nano-particulate formulations with low viscosity is
desirable for their use in various pharmaceutical and food applications5, 20.
4Nanostructured lipid particles enveloping inverse non-lamellar liquid crystalline phases differ
largely in their features from the most investigated lamellar lipid dispersions, i.e. vesicles.
For instance, they exhibit a much larger surface area to particle volume ratio21. Moreover,
vesicles are formed of one (uni-lamellar), a few (oligo-lamellar) or more (multi-lamellar)
lipid bilayers enclosing water in their hydrophilic cores, while particles enveloping inverse
non-lamellar liquid crystalline or micellar phase consist mainly of hydrophobic interiors
(with a little hydrophilic regions) fabricated from the self-assembled nanostructure of one or
more of the following types: bicontinuous cubic (Pn3m, Im3m), micellar cubic (Fd3m),
hexagonal (H2), inverse micelles (L2), and sponge (L3)4. It is interesting to note that similar
particles, with hydrophobic cores, are also observed in biological entities, and are known as
lipid droplets, lipid particles, oily bodies, oleosomes, or spherosomes22-23. Among these nano-
objects, the lipid droplets are dissimilar structures to the cellular membranes and play a
major role in metabolic functions22. Their most common function is the storage of lipids as an
energy source22. They also supply components required for membrane biogenesis22. These
lipid droplets are structurally related to other membranous organelles; a very good example is
the evolution of the membrane of lipid droplets from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the
reported evidence of characteristic continuity among them22. Similar to biomembranes, these
lipid droplets also undergo structural re-organization during their formation22 and
functioning24-25. In this context, nanostructured nanoparticles formed from simple lipid
systems (as employed here) could work as appropriate model systems for gaining insight into
some of the above mentioned structural and morphological changes. Moreover, these
investigations are beneficial for the potential use of these nano-objects in a range of
biotechnological applications, where the stability of the original phase and inter-transitions
could play important roles, e.g. for drug delivery applications26-28.
In this work, we investigate the pressure-dependent phase behaviour of nanostructured lipid
particles and inverse bulk (non-dispersed) self-assemblies prepared in an aqueous medium
using two different lipids, Dimodan U/J (DU, a commercial distilled unsaturated
monoglyceride) and phytantriol (PT) together with varying amounts of the oil tetradecane
(TC). The nanostructural characteristics of both dispersed and non-dispersed samples at
different pressures in the range of 1-1200 bar at 25 ºC were tested in a compression-
decompression cycle by coupling pressure manipulations with synchrotron small angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) measurements. This pressure range (up to about 1000 bar) is considered
crucial for biological functioning, above which many biomolecules start to denature or
5dissociate29. It should be noted that most of the earlier studies in literature were focused on
the effect of pressure on equilibrium non-lamellar liquid crystalline, bulk phases. These
studies involved, the effects of hydrostatic30-33 and hydrodynamic34-37 pressure on pure lipids
and their mixtures under dry (solvent-free lipid), limited hydration, or excess water
conditions. Most of these reports were focused on understanding isothermal pressure-induced
structural alterations and dynamic phase transitions of the lipid crystalline and liquid
crystalline phases30-31, 38-42. In advantage to temperature, pressure equilibrates homogenously
and rapidly with the speed of sound within the sample and therefore it has triggered great
interest in coupling rapid pressure induction experiments with synchrotron X-ray sources to
capture the membrane dynamics and monitor in real time kinetics of phase transitions within
microseconds36. This allowed tracking the transient intermediate phases in a more precise
manner and led to an improved understanding of the topological membrane transformations
35, 37, 43. The effect of pressure on the energetics and pivotal surface and its contribution in
fine-tuning the dimensions of the lipid bicontinuous cubic phases were also reported
recently44-45. Moreover, the pressure has been applied to investigate the interaction of various
biomolecules38, 44, 46-48 with lipid membranes, motivated by the development of biomimetic
models of organisms (piezeophiles or barophiles) found under high pressure conditions of
deep oceans49. Despite of these studies, there is no report, to the best of our knowledge, on
the pressure-dependence of internally self-assembled nanostructures in cubosomes,
hexosomes, and other related nanostructured emulsions as presented here.
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1 Materials
The used lipids: Dimodan U/J® (DU) was a generous gift from Danisco, Denmark, and
phytantriol (PT) was kindly provided by Adina Cosmetic Ingredients, UK (local distributor of
DSM Nutritional Products AG, Switzerland). DU is a commercial lipid containing distilled
glycerides, of which 96% are monoglycerides while the rest are diglycerides and free fatty
acids. Glycerol monolinoleate (62%) and glycerol monooleate (25%) constitute its main
monoglycerides. The hydrophobic part of DU is thus made up mainly of C18 chains (91%).
The DU was chosen as a main lipid because its phase behaviour on exposure to water is very
similar to that reported for the most investigated pure lipid glycerol monooleate, also known
6as monoolein (MO),14, 50 and it has been extensively used for fabrication of various
nanostructured lipid particles17. Pluronic©F127 was used as a stabilizer to stabilize
nanostructured emulsions. It is a triblock copolymer made of polyethylene oxide and
polypropylene oxide blocks (PEO99 -PPO67-PEO99). Tetradecane (TC) was used as an oil and
its ratio with DU or PT was altered to control the type of lipid self-assembled nanostructure
as shown in a previously reported phase diagram51. F127 and TC were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich, UK. All ingredients were stored in a fridge and used without further
purification. The used water was purified using Barnstead Nanopure, Thermoscientific
(USA).
2.2 Preparation of bulk non-dispersed lipid phases
Bulk non-dispersed phases were prepared using 1 g of a lipid (DU or PT) or a binary lipid
mixture (lipid+oil) and equivalent weight of aqueous phase ensuring that the lipid phases are
in excess water region according to the corresponding phase diagrams of DU and PT14, 52.
Both lipids, usually form cubic Pn3m phase in excess water at ambient temperatures14, 52,
however, for current investigations we used 0.5 wt% aqueous solution of F127 instead of
pure water. This aqueous concentration was chosen according to the studies by Salonen et al.,
who demonstrated the excess water boundary for bulk phases (with oil) resides well below
50% water, and it decreases further with increasing oil content53. The molecular structure of
the used lipids and the polymeric stabilizer F127 are presented in Fig. 1. The ratio between
the lipid (DU or PT) and oil (TC) was controlled by G value, which is defined by equation (1)
54.ߜ = ௠೗೔೛೔೏௠೗೔೛೔೏ା௠೚೔೗ × 100 . . . (1)
where, mlipid and moil are masses of lipid (DU or PT) and solubilized oil (TC), respectively.
The lipid compositions (i.e. G values) were chosen carefully to obtain a range of different
phases51 as shown in Fig. 1b (note that G = 100 means oil-free sample: 100% lipid and 0%
oil).
After mixing the components (a lipid or a lipid+oil binary mixture and F127 solution) in an
Eppendorf tube, the samples were subjected to twenty freeze-thaw cycles with an intermittent
mixing by a needle spatula. The needle spatula was prepared in-house by cutting a sharp part
7of the dispensing syringe needle and flattening the rest of the tip. This spatula is small enough
to reach the bottom of an Eppendorf tube for an efficient mixing, especially, of viscous lipid
liquid crystalline phases. These samples were then allowed to stand at room temperature for
at least 24 h prior to the pressure studies.
Fig. 1 Lipid composition and types of lipid self-assemblies: a) Chemical structures of lipids (DU and PT), an
oil (TC), and a stabilizer F127. Blue and yellow colours, respectively, are codes for hydrophilic and
hydrophobic moieties of the amphiphilic molecules (not in scale), which are supposed to aid in understanding
the self-assembly process and the emulsion steric stabilization mechanism. b) By tuning the G value, i.e. the
composition of the lipid phase, the type of self-assembly can be controlled as shown by illustrations for inverse
non-dispersed (equilibrium) bulk liquid crystalline phases and inverse micellar phase in their equilibrium states.
c) Self-assembled nanostructures shown in b) were kinetically stabilized using the polymeric stabilizer F127 to
form O/W emulsions (structured aqueous dispersions) comprised of lipid nanoparticles. d) Schematics for the
inverse bicontinuous cubic Im3m and Ia3d phases; these phases were experimentally detected in the bulk states
of DU and PT due to the incorporation of F127 to the non-lamellar liquid crystalline phase and the application
of high pressure, respectively.
82.3 Preparation of nanostructured lipid particles
In the present work, the nanostructured lipid particles were prepared using similar lipid phase
compositions as above (equation (1))54, but the proportion of the aqueous phase (aqueous
medium containing 0.5% F127) was considerably higher than that used for preparing the fully
hydrated bulk non-dispersed phases: the value of I = 10 as defined by equation (2) indicates
the formation of nanostructured emulsions composed of 10 wt% dispersed phase and 90
wt% aqueous medium.׎ ൌ ௠೗೔೛೔೏ା௠೚೔೗௠ೢೌ೟೐ೝା௠೗೔೛೔೏ା௠೚೔೗ × 100 . . . (2)
where, mwater is the mass of water.
The lipids (DU or PT) and their binary mixtures with TC were subjected to ultra-sonication
by using the Sonics Vibracell VCX 130 processor (Sonics & Materials Inc., Newton,
Connecticut, USA) at 35% of the maximum power with 1 sec pulse time and 1 sec delay for a
total time of 20 min. Fig. 1 shows schematics of the dispersions and corresponding types of
internal self-assemblies. The size of lipid nanoparticles ranged typically from 250-480 nm as
determined by dynamic light scattering technique (data not shown).
2.4 Synchrotron small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
SAXS measurements were performed at the Austrian SAXS beamline at the synchrotron
radiation source Elettra (Sincrotrone Trieste, Italy); more details are published earlier55. A
typical exposure time of 300 sec was used to obtain well-defined patterns of dispersed
particles; only in a few cases of lower signal-to-noise ratio it was increased to 420 sec. For
bulk phases, 120 sec exposure time was adequate. SAXS patterns obtained at the synchrotron
source were analysed using AXcess software package (based on IDL Language) developed
by Membrane Biophysics research group at Imperial College London, UK. Two-
dimensional (2-D) patterns were integrated into 1-D plots of intensity (arbitrary units) versus
scattering vector (q in Å-1) and calibrated with silver behenate having standard lattice spacing
of 58.38 Å. The scattering vector q is defined as (4S sinT/O), where 2T = scattering angle and
O = wavelength of radiation. Each phase displays a number of peaks positioned at
characteristic ratios (Fig. 2). These ratios are well defined for each space group5 (indicated in
Fig. 2), and are used to calculate the lattice parameters of each self-assembled nanostructure.
The lattice parameters were determined within an error of <1.0 Å.
9Fig. 2 SAXS patterns and identification of self-assemblies: Integrated plots of intensity vs. scattering vector
(q) in 1-D are shown for bulk (black curves) and dispersed nanoparticles (grey curves) for DU (a) to d)) with
varying G values, and PT (e)) at ambient pressures and 25 qC. a) The inverse bicontinuous cubic Im3m phase, b)
the inverse hexagonal (H2) phase, c) the inverse micellar cubic Fd3m phase, d) the inverse micellar (L2) phase
were identified for samples exhibiting G values of 100, 84, 70 and 50, respectively. In case of bulk DU (a)), the
cubic Im3m co-existed with the cubic Pn3m phase (more evident from the contour plot in Figure 5d). e) PT
shows neat cubic Pn3m phase for both bulk and dispersed samples. Corresponding Bragg reflections are
designated for each phase, for instance, 2, 4, 6 for the cubic Im3m phase and so on.
2.5 Isothermal pressure scans
Pressure studies were performed using a high pressure X-ray cell; for details refer to relevant
references40, 56. Briefly, the cell can produce pressures from atmospheric to 3500 bar using a
remote controlled piston, which is connected via stainless steel tubing to a sample cell,
wherein the sample gets commonly pressurized by water. The cell is sealed by two diamond
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windows with 0.5 mm thickness each and has an optical path length of 3.5 mm between the
two windows. Closable capsules filled with 30 µl of lipid bulk non-dispersed samples or lipid
particles were used in the current studies. All samples were subjected to upward pressure
scan (compression scan) from 1 to 1200 bar with intermediate pressures of 100, 200, 400,
600, 800 and 1000 bar; whereas the downward scan (decompression scan) was done in the
same steps omitting the 100 bar step. SAXS measurements were started after attaining static
pressure conditions (usually waiting time of 2 min is required for obtaining a sufficient
stationary pressure). These studies, in both compression-decompression scans, were
performed at a constant temperature of 25r0.1 qC (thermostat: Unistat CC, Huber, Offenburg,
Germany).
3. RESULTS
3.1 Pressure induced swelling of inverse hexagonal (H2) and micellar cubic (Fd3m)
phases
At G value of 84, the DU/TC mixture in excess water tends to form H2 phase at 25 qC and 1
bar; whereas it forms micellar cubic Fd3m phase at G = 7051. The lattice parameter of the H2
phase in the bulk state (at 1 bar) was found to be 56.6 Å, but the H2 phase inside
corresponding lipid particles was a little larger with a lattice parameter of 56.9 Å. Similarly,
the lattice parameter for the bulk cubic Fd3m phase (226.3 Å) was smaller than the one inside
lipid particles (227.1 Å). For bulk states, the H2 phase swelled by 3.8 Å while the cubic Fd3m
phase swelled by 15.2 Å at 1000 bar; see changes in lattice parameter (¨D) values in Table 1.
These values were even higher for liquid crystalline phases inside the lipid particles (4.5 Å
for the H2 phase as compared to 16.0 Å for the cubic Fd3m phase) elucidating that the
pressure has a stronger effect on the lipid particles than on the bulk states. Please note that
our main focus is on discussing the structural alterations detected in the pressure interval
between 1 to 1000 bar because all samples in this regime displayed a roughly linear
dependence of the lattice parameters on pressure. The pressure-induced swelling of the H2
and the cubic Fd3m phases compares well with previous studies by Yaghmur et al. on similar
(MO-TC) system40. Pressure increases the conformational order among hydrophobic chains
thereby reducing the chain splay36. These molecular changes are accommodated through the
enlargement of lattice parameters in presence of excess water34, 38, 40, 57.
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Fig. 3 Pressure effect on the H2 (G= 84) and the cubic Fd3m (G= 70) phases: Lattice parameters of a) the H2
and b) the cubic Fd3m phases with increasing (solid symbols) and decreasing (hollow symbols) pressures are
reported. The lattice parameter values for mesophases inside the lipid particles are represented with diamonds,
while the values for the bulk states are indicated by circles. Pressure-driven swelling of both phases can be
clearly seen.
It was reported in previous studies that the isothermal changes in the lattice parameters of
lyotropic liquid crystalline phases are usually monotonic with increasing pressure and follow
a linear increase40, 57. However, a different behaviour could be detected when pressure
variation is associated with significant structural alterations (occurrence of phase transitions
and the evolvement of newly formed coexisting phases). During the upward pressure scan,
the H2 phase in the bulk state linearly swelled with the rate of 0.0042 Å·bar-1, which lowered
to 0.0018 Å·bar-1 after 800 bar. However, the H2 phase inside the lipid particles swelled with
a little higher rate (0.0044 Å·bar-1). The rates for the cubic Fd3m phase were comparable
(0.015 Å·bar-1) for both bulk and particle states during upward pressure scans.
It was also interesting to examine the reversibility of the structural changes for both H2 and
Fd3m phases during the de-compression step. In the downward pressure scan (hollow
symbols in Fig. 3), both phases closely followed the changes during upward pressure scans
(solid symbols in Fig. 3) with a little hysteresis and the lattice parameters remained slightly
higher, especially for the mesophases inside the lipid particles.
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Table 1: Lipid compositions (shown by G values), type of corresponding self-assembly, lattice parameters (a in
Å) and swelling (¨D in Å) with pressure (¨P in bar) for bulk and dispersed nanoparticles are shown. NA: phase
not available in the lipid nanoparticles or not detected at certain pressure in the bulk state. All SAXS
experiments were performed at 25 qC.
/LSLG įYDOXHV 7\SHRI
self-
assembly
a (Å) bulk
(1/1000 bar)
a (Å)
particles
(1/1000 bar)
ǻDc
DWǻ3
=1000 bar
for bulk
ǻDc
DWǻ3 
bar for
particles
DU 50 L2* 73.2/77.2 76.4/81.4 4.0 5.0
DU 70 Fd3m 226.3/241.5 227.1/243.1 15.2 16
DU 84 H2 56.6/60.4 56.9/61.4 3.8 4.5
DU 100 Im3m 127.7/133.6 132.1/138.8 5.9 6.7
DU 100 Pn3m 93.6/97.4 NA 3.8 NA
PT 100 Pn3m 68.4/72.2 69.4/79.5 3.8 10.1
PT 100 Ia3d NA/114.1 NA NA NA
*The characteristic distance values are presented for the inverse micellar solution (L2 phase).
3.2 Pressure effect on inverse micellar (L2) phase
The inverse micellar (L2) phase in the bulk state displayed a characteristic distance of 73.2 Å,
which increased by 4.0 Å at 1000 bar, however, at 1200 bar the phase converted into a neat
H2 phase (Fig. 4). The lattice parameter of this H2 phase (59.9 Å) was comparable with the
lattice parameter of the H2 phase (60.4 Å at 1000 bar) observed for the bulk phase that was
prepared with a different composition (with G value of 84 instead of 70) (Fig. 3). Upon
decompression, i.e. during the downward pressure scan, the H2 phase converted into cubic
Fd3m phase at 1000 bar with a lattice parameter of 232.0 Å (see Fig. 4). With further
decompression, however, the L2 phase recovered back and its lattice spacing changed in the
same manner as detected in the upward scan (Fig. 4). The above observed phase sequence is
same as conventional phase transition (L2-cubic Fd3m-H2) in excess water based on average
mean curvatures of phases30.
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Fig. 4 Pressure effect mainly on the L2 phase (G= 50): a) Pressure effect on the L2 phase in the bulk state
(circles) and inside lipid particles (diamonds) for upward (solid symbols) and downward (hollow symbols)
pressure scans. For the bulk sample, the phase transition from L2 to H2 (shown by an asterisk) was observed
during the upward scan at 1200 bar, while an H2 to cubic Fd3m phase (shown by a triangle) transition was
recorded during the downward scan at 1000 bar. The phase transitions are clearly detected as presented in the
contour plot in panel b). The lattice parameters for the H2 and the cubic Fd3m phases are not plotted in a), but
the numbers are specified in the bottom legend.
No phase transitions were seen in case of the L2 phase inside lipid particles (these dispersions
are also known in literature as emulsified microemulsions, EMEs), but its characteristic
nearest neighbour distance did increase when the sample was compressed (see Table 1). The
rate of swelling for the L2 phase inside lipid particles (0.0051 Å.bar-1) was relatively larger
than the rate for the bulk state (0.0042 Å.bar-1) as determined in 400-1200 bar pressure range.
3.3 Coexistence and swelling behaviour of bicontinuous cubic phases
At G = 100 (DU in excess water, no TC), DU is expected to show a bicontinuous cubic Pn3m
phase14, however, it is well known that some stabilizers like, e.g. F127, can induce a
significant structural alteration in DU and also in other similar lipids51, 58-59. We observed a
neat Im3m phase for DU particles, but a well pronounced co-existence of the cubic Pn3m and
the cubic Im3m phases in case of bulk samples. Both phases were stable and persisted up to
1200 bar and also during the downward pressure scan. The characteristic Bonnet ratio for
these coexisting cubic phases was in the range of 1.36-1.38 during upward scan while it was
1.33-1.39 during downward pressure scan. The Bonnet ratio values determined over the
whole pressure range displayed a significant, but not uncommon deviation from the
14
theoretical value of 1.27960, which most probably is related to non-equilibrium hydration
conditions. The lattice parameter for the coexisting cubic Pn3m phase was found to be 93.6 Å
at atmospheric pressure, which increased to 97.4 Å at 1000 bar; whereas the lattice parameter
for the cubic Im3m increased from 127.7 to 133.6 Å. Such a swelling behaviour with pressure
(from 132.1 to 138.8 Å) was also observed for the cubic Im3m phase inside lipid particles
(Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Pressure effect and hysteresis of bicontinuous cubic phases (at G= 100): Changes in the lattice
parameters with pressure are shown for the coexisting phases a) the cubic Im3m and b) the cubic Pn3m for bulk
DU sample, while changes in the sole cubic Im3m phase inside lipid particles are shown in c). Solid symbols
represent upward and hollow symbol indicate downward pressure scans. d) The contour plot elucidates the
coexistence of the cubic Pn3m and Im3m phases in the bulk sample during the downward pressure scan.
Pressure-triggered hysteresis can be clearly seen as the lattice parameters of the bicontinuous cubic phases do
not follow the same paths during compression and decompression scans at 25 qC.
It is interesting to note that beforehand compressed phases kept swelling further during the
decompression scan, and only after 800 bar they started shrinking again; the swelling was
extended for the cubic Im3m phase inside lipid particles until 400 bar (Fig. 5). The cubic
Im3m phase in bulk state swelled by 1.4 Å and the cubic Pn3m swelled by 3.9 Å during
decompression from 1200 to 800 bar; whereas the cubic Im3m inside particles swelled by 3.2
15
Å. Strong hysteresis caused by application of pressure was evident for these phases as their
lattice parameters followed completely different paths during upward and downward pressure
scans. Occurrence of transient (swollen) phases and hysteresis are generally attributed to the
dynamic processes including a complex interplay of water within the aqueous channels of the
bicontinuous cubic phases and a delayed response of the lipid curved bilayers37, 49; however
more work at different decompression rates is required to decouple and validate these
mechanisms. Such effects are even more pronounced in pressure-jump experiments35-37,
demonstrating that the lattice parameters of the liquid crystalline phases in decompression
scans are strongly scan rate dependent.
3.4 Pressure effect on PT-based bulk and dispersed samples: evolution of cubic Ia3d
phase in the bulk state
Phytantriol (PT) exhibits cubic Pn3m phase in excess water at ambient temperatures and
atmospheric pressure52, which is generally retained in the presence of F127 molecules (Fig.
6)61-62. The lattice parameter of this phase in the bulk state was found to be 68.4 Å, while its
value inside lipid particles was 69.4 Å. The lattice parameters were ~24 Å smaller than those
detected for the cubic Pn3m phase in TC-free DU bulk sample (see Fig. 5). Initial rates of
swelling for the cubic Pn3m phase were comparable (~0.009 Å·bar-1) for both bulk and lipid
particles based on PT, but the swelling of the bulk slowed down considerably after 200 bar
(~0.003 Å·bar-1). This could be attributed to the evolution of newly formed co-existing cubic
Ia3d phase, which was detectable after 800 bar (Fig. 6) of compression. The degree of
swelling for the cubic Pn3m phase in lipid particles was considerably higher than in the bulk
state, with the lattice parameters differing by about 10.1 Å at 1000 bar.
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Fig. 6 Pressure effect on phytantriol (PT) bulk and dispersed systems (at G = 100): Changes in the lattice
parameters with pressure are shown for coexisting cubic phases a) the cubic Pn3m (circles) and b) the cubic
Ia3d (circles) phases for bulk samples, while changes in the sole cubic Pn3m phase inside lipid particles are
shown with diamond symbols in a). Solid symbols represent upward and hollow symbols indicate downward
pressure scans. c) The contour plot elucidates the coexistence of cubic Pn3m and Ia3d phases in the range of
1200-400 bar for the bulk sample during the downward pressure scan.
During the downward scan, both the bulk cubic Pn3m and Ia3d phases showed a strong
hysteresis, and thus, the lattice parameters for phases during the decompression step did not
follow the trend of the upward pressure scan. Both phases swelled initially, followed by their
shrinking with a further reduction in pressure (Fig. 6). The lowest lattice parameter for the
cubic Ia3d phase was 112.3 Å at 800 bar during the compression scan, while the highest one
was 115.6 Å in the decompression scan again at 800 bar. The lattice parameter for the
monophasic cubic Ia3d phase at atmospheric pressure under limited hydration conditions was
found to be 100.9 Å by Barauskas et al.52 The characteristic Bonnet ratio for the pressure-
induced coexistence of cubic Ia3d and Pn3m phases matched well with the theoretical value
of 1.57660 during upward pressure scan while a little deviation was seen during the downward
pressure scan (1.50-1.58). It should be noted that the coexisting cubic Ia3d phase is not
commonly seen in pure lipid systems at atmospheric pressure in excess water and for
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hydrostatic pressure measurements performed under excess water conditions34, 43.
Nevertheless, it was observed under limited water conditions at atomospheric pressure33, 45
and when model lipids were mixed with biomolecules including membrane proteins,46, 49,
63and subjected to high hydrostatic pressures.
4. DISCUSSION
Bulk liquid crystalline state studies in the past were performed either under limited or excess
water conditions29-31, 33, 36, 38, 40, 45, 49. The excess water boundary (also called the maximum
water solubilization line in phase diagrams) signifies that the inverse self-assembled
nanostructure is not able to accommodate any further water53, 64-65. It is generally regarded as
a biologically relevant condition where physical properties, for instance, type of lipid phase,
transition temperature, and lattice parameters remain constant with further addition of
water66. Commonly, an excess water boundary for majority of unsaturated monoglycerides
and PT is reported to be around water fraction of 0.4-0.5 (40-50 % water) or a bit lower at
ambient temperatures and is sensitive to variations in lipid composition and the presence of
guest additivies14, 52-53, 65, 67-68. In the current report, we used 50% aqueous solution of 0.5%
F127 (by weight) to prepare the bulk samples and, therefore, the SAXS experiments were
performed well above the excess water boundary for both DU-TC53 and PT systems. The
aqueous phase content for dispersed lipid particles was 90 wt% (I = 10). Hence, the initial
lattice parameters for all phases in both bulk and dispersed samples (1 bar) are expected to be
identical under the assumption that the presence of stabilizer does not affect the structural
features in both states. In other words, the stabilizer does not penetrate into the lipidic phases
to modify their structural properties. We did not observe such behaviour as the lattice
parameters of the self-assemblies in the bulk state were always lower than those determined
for the phases inside lipid particles. Moreover, the cubic Pn3m phase in bulk DU sample
coexisted with the Im3m phase (Fig. 5), and the latter was induced most likely by the
stabilizer F127. In this respect, largely hydrophilic surfactant stabilizers, similar to F127, are
anticipated to expand the hydrophilic headgroup area of the lipid molecules at the lipid-water
interface thereby straightening their molecular shapes (from inverse cone towards cylindrical
shape). Thus, they change the magnitude of the interfacial spontaneous curvature and induce
significant structural alterations in the inverse non-lamellar liquid crystalline phases59, 69-70.
The curvature change is compensated by an enlargement of the inverse self-assemblies and is
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associated with structural transformations in F127 concentration dependent manner to phases
with a lower interfacial curvature modulus, for instance as given in the F127-induced cubic
Pn3m to Im3m transition71. Moreover, F127 may tend to be localized in the hydrophilic
aqueous channels of the bicontinuous cubic phases and swell them transiently70. In the
present work, the pressure effects are more pronounced in lipid particles because they have a
higher relative proportion of F127 than the bulk state samples.
Another noteworthy fact is that the isothermal compressibility of the aqueous medium is
lower than that of the lipidic media. Almost all of the lipid inverse self-assemblies in the bulk
state consist of a denser lipidic medium  with isothermal compressibilities of about 165 x
10-6 bar-1; 72 whereas, an aqueous continuous medium with the compressibility of 46 x 10-6
bar-1,73 surrounds the self-assemblies within lipid particles. Moreover, the viscosity of lipid
bulk phases is much greater than the surrounding aqueous medium, contributing further to the
above mentioned isothermal compressibility values. It could also affect the diffusion of F127
from the surrounding continuous aqueous medium to the inverse self-assemblies on
compressing/de-compressing the samples at 25 qC. In particular, for the bicontinuous cubic
phases, the difference in compressibility is envisaged to affect the curved bilayer undulations
where the lipid medium dampens them more than the aqueous medium. In the discontinuous
phases (the L2, the cubic Fd3m, and the H2 self-assemblies), it concerns the undulations of the
inverse micelles, where again it can be expected that dense lipidic medium (bulk state)
dampens undulations to a greater extend as compared to the nano-particulate form. We note
that earlier reports revealed that bilayer undulations are suppressed in the systems adsorbed
on solid supports, which partly contribute to a reduction in lattice parameters74. The excess
water boundary for unsupported/free-standing systems shifts towards higher hydration levels
upon elevation in bilayer undulations66. To summarize, the self-assemblies inside lipid
particles should encounter greater undulations of their building blocks (micelles and bilayers)
due to the surrounding, less viscous aqueous medium, as compared to the bulk states. Last,
another argument connected to a possible enhancement of undulations and overall bigger
lattice spacings concerns the confined space given in particles that predictably could lead to a
higher volume-fraction of defects. Principally, this is supported by the diffraction patterns of
the bulk and nanoparticle samples, respectively (Fig. 2), where the latter display diffraction
peaks with relatively broader central widths (FWHM) and a wider tailing off region (best
seen in panels b, c and e). We note, that according to the Scherrer equation75 the central width
is mainly influenced by the average number of repeat units, N, being in diffraction condition
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(FWHM ן 1/N ), while the peak shape and tailing off behaviour is governed by the type of
disorder76. Unfortunately, defects would contribute to both, the peak width and shape, and it
is nearly impossible to disentangle all three possible sources influencing peak broadening, i.e.
crystallite size, pure undulation effects and volume fraction of defects. Advanced freeze
fracture electron microscopy techniques might be helpful to solve this particular issue, but it
is clearly going beyond the scope of the present study.
In conclusion, the aforementioned effects of isothermal compressibility and
bilayer/monolayer undulations in combination with the possible insertion of F127 to the
hydrophilic domains of the inverse non-lamellar self-assemblies may result into an elevation
in excess water boundary thereby accommodating more solubilized water in both dispersed
and non-dispersed bulk states. This view is supported by the noticeably larger lattice
parameters of self-assemblies within lipid particles. With increasing pressure, self-assemblies
in bulk state swell as expected,34, 36, 41 but the ones inside lipid particles swell even more
(Table 1).
It was reported that the complex interplay of water across the bilayer network in lamellar and
inverse bicontinuous cubic liquid crystalline phases also plays a critical role during pressure
scans and jumps34, 36-37, 41. It was proposed that intermediates or short-lived phases, frequently
reported in such cases, act as reservoirs for accommodating excess water before the final
stable phases are formed34, 36-37, 41, 77-78. Accordingly, we found that the cubic phases keep
swelling further upon decompression (Fig. 5, 6) before they start shrinking again. The lattice
parameters for phases during downward pressure scans appear to be considerably larger than
those during upward pressure scans, at the same applied pressures. Interestingly, this was also
detected for cubic phases inside the lipid cubosome particles. It is important to note that this
swelling was strongest seen during decompression steps (and also in pressure-jump
experiments)37, 77 which may be deciphered to the slower reaction of compressed lipid
structures on release of applied pressure. We note that the equilibration time (2 min) applied
in our study is sufficient to guarantee enough time for water diffusion processes to be
completed at least for the dispersed systems. It is known from T-jump experiments that the
equilibration of water concentrations during lipid phase transitions in multilamellar liposomes
are reached within few seconds79, and hence the rearrangement of lipidic material in the
bicontinuous phases in particular with respect to cubosomes is expected to be the true
bottleneck. A possible explanation could lie in the fact that in compression direction the
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number of unit cells diminishes (note, the total lipid volume remains nearly constant, while
the unit-cell lipid volume increases significantly). Accordingly, in decompression direction
the number unit cells increases, which might explain the slowed down decrease of the lattice
parameter. In lay terms: it always takes longer to rebuild a house by putting bricks into place,
than to destroy one. For phytantriol, we observed that the cubic Ia3d phase coexisting with
Pn3m phase during the decompression scan (Fig. 6). The appearance of the cubic Ia3d during
pressure scan has been reported for protein-lipid46 and membrane protein-lipid system49. It is
presumed that being a long molecule, similar to proteins, F127 could have comparable effects
leading to the stabilization of the cubic Ia3d phase in the studied PT system.
Some self-assemblies studied here include oil (TC) as an additional component, which
essentially interacts with the hydrophobic chains of the investigated amphiphilic lipids, DU
and PT40. The water solubilisation capacity of mesophases is reported to decrease with an
increase in oil content19, 53. This also is reflected in the systems subjected to high pressures.
The isothermal compressibility (ET) of TC is very low (0.91807 x 10-6 bar-1)80 as compared to
lipids (EL =165 x 10-6 bar-1)72. Therefore in pressurised systems, the swelling is expected to
decrease with increasing oil content. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the linear pressure expansion
coefficient, ¨DD¨3, determined in the range from 1 to 1000 bar (for normalisation the
mean lattice parameter, a, was considered in this range, i.e. (a1 bar+a1000 bar)/2). Two important
trends can be seen: (i) all dispersed systems display higher linear expansion rates, and (ii) in
case of compressing discontinuous phases (L2, Fd3m and H2), the expansion coefficients do
indeed drop with increasing oil content.
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Fig. 7 Contribution of solubilized TC (oil) to the pressure-induced swelling of self-assembled
nanostructures of DU: Changes in the linear pressure expansion coefficient (¨D(¨3D)) as a function of
solubilized oil (TC) content in the non-dispersed bulk and dispersed phases (in terms of G value). The grey curve
displays the behaviour for lipid particles, while the black curve refers to bulk samples. Among the discontinuous
phases, the H2 phase displays the highest expansion coefficient. The upward pressure scans for both lipid
particles and the bulk state samples were used to generate these plots.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Pressure effects on internally self-assembled lipid particles are presented for first time and
compared with the results from corresponding non-dispersed bulk phases in excess water.
Due to an increased chain conformational order, all inverse self-assemblies swelled with
increasing pressure in consistent with previous studies on lyotropic liquid crystalline phases34,
36, 41, but more interestingly, the lattice parameters for self-assemblies within lipid particles
were always greater than the lattice parameters for the bulk self-assemblies at different
pressures in the range of 1-1200 bar. Changes in the lattice parameters (¨D in Å) referring to
a pressure change (¨3) of 1000 bar were also higher for phases inside lipid particles as
compared to their bulk counterpart. These main findings are explained by both, (i) the
possible influence of the stabilizer F127 on the interfacial curvature and hydration properties,
and (ii), by the differences in the flexibility and fluctuation motions occurring in dispersed
and bulk systems, respectively. In particular, in TC-free samples enhanced bilayer
undulations might additionally cause the excess water boundary66 to shift towards higher
solubilized water contents for dispersed cubosome particles. On the other hand, bilayer
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undulations in case of bulk TC-free self-assemblies are presumed to be hampered due to
rather high viscosity and enclosure by denser lipidic domains in contrast to the assemblies
inside lipid particles. Similar arguments are made for the disorder enhancement in particles
enveloping discontinuous lipid phases. This notion, however, requires further systematic
investigations including careful analysis of disorder difference in bulk and nanoparticulate
systems, respectively. Nevertheless, the current work and other studies on barotropic systems
are helpful towards understanding the endurance of biomembranes and related organelles of
piezophiles under extreme conditions of deep ocean waters. Regeneration of original phases
following the compression-decompression steps, and virtual stability of lipid particles
validate their robustness for potential rigorous treatments and industrial operations. Such
robust nano-carriers could be highly useful for developing a range of biotechnological
applications including drugs, peptides, and biomacromolecules delivery.
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